
Rated excellent by 3700 customers on 

VALUE FOR MONEY EXPERIENCES



This trip has it all: Beautiful mountain and coastal scenery, a ride on a vintage train, orange
and lemon groves, unique tram ride and boat trip. 

 
 
 
 

Island Tour with Train, 
Tram, Boat, and Bus

Most
 popular 

trip 
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Return transport on an air-conditioned coach (which
will be the same coach all day meaning you can leave
things on board if you need to). 
Official guide who will escort you throughout the day
giving you a full commentary of the areas you visit.
Soller train journey (50 minutes).
Soller tram journey (25 minutes).
Boat trip from Sa Calobra to Puerto Soller (45
minutes).
travel insurance.

The Island Tour excursion will keep you charmed all day
thanks to its different parts: road, sea, and rails, with
plenty of free time in between. You will be escorted
through the spectacular west coast of Mallorca where
you will observe some of the most breathtaking views in
the Mediterranean. There you will discover the UNESCO
protected Serra de Tramuntana mountain range with our
knowledgeable guide who will be giving you interesting
information on the towns and sights we come across
during the day.

What's included:



A half day excursion to the magical Caves of Drach, with return bus, entrance
ticket, a classical music concert inside the caves and a boat trip on the

underground lake.
 
 
 
 

Return transport by air-conditioned coach.
English-speaking guide to give you a full commentary
about the Caves of Drach during the journey. 
Entrance ticket to the Caves of Drach including the
classical music concert.
Boat trip across Martel Lake inside the caves (optional). 
Travel insurance.

Visit the Caves of Drach, with its impressive stalactites and
stalagmites, and spectacular underground lake.

Enjoy a delightful music concert inside the caves, and have
fun being rowed across Lake Martel.

Our half-day tour gives you plenty of time to visit this unique
natural attraction and also allows you to spend the rest of
your day relaxing on the beach or by the pool.

What's included:

Caves of Drach Half
Day Tour

Late pick
up after

breakfast
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5/5 43 Reviews

https://www.nofrills-excursions.com/excursions/caves-drach-mallorca/


Participate in a memorable day visiting Valldemossa, Soller and Puerto Soller; some of
Mallorca's most beautiful places. Enjoy a lovely tram ride included in the price.

Valldemossa and Soller
Tour with Bus and Tram

Return transport on an air-conditioned coach which will take
you on the excursion and remain with you all day. 
English-speaking guide who will accompany you throughout
the day giving you a useful and interesting commentary of
the areas you will be visiting.
Free time in Soller, Puerto Soller and Valldemossa.
Soller tram journey (25 minutes).
Travel insurance.

Join us at Nofrills Excursions on our unique full-day trip to the
Valley of Soller and Valldemossa. This trip will take us first to
Valldemossa, considered one of the most beautiful villages in
Mallorca. Then we will visit the spectacular Valley of Soller,
famous for its splendid orange and lemon groves, as well as its
quaint original tram ride, which is included in the price. 

Visiting these areas will allow you to discover the island's natural
beauty, making you fall in love with the precious landscapes you
will be witnessing throughout the day.

What's included:

 

tour
exclusive
with us
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5/5 108 Reviews
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Join us on this half day bus tour to experience the spectacular Formentor area
to the fullest. Stunning views, a viewpoint, time at Formentor Beach and a boat

trip all included in the price!
 
 
 

Panoramic photo stop at the viewpoint of Es Colomer.
Free time at the beach of Formentor.
Boat trip from Formentor to Puerto Pollensa.
Coach transfer.
Multilingual tour guide.
The excursion has an approximate duration of 4 hours.

Visiting Formentor on this half-day bus trip, you will discover
the beauty in the island's most northerly point. 

You will have the opportunity to enjoy one of Mallorca's
most stunning locations: the Formentor area, as well as a
panoramic view of Puerto Pollensa’s Bay on the bus and
some time to sunbathe or swim at Formentor Beach.

Then we'll take the boat from Formentor, around the bay to
Puerto Pollensa and then return to the startpoint.

 What's included:

Formentor Half Day Tour 
with Bus and Boat

Half day
excursion
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Visit Formentor peninsula on this small-group minibus sunset tour for the most spectacular
views the island has to offer with a unique experience that you'll never forget. Includes glass
of wine to toast the sunset.

Sunset in
Formentor  

Return transport by minibus.
Services of a multilingual guide during the
excursion.
Photo stop at the viewpoint of Es Colomer.
Photo stop at the tower of Albercutx
Refreshments.

A brand new tour that takes you to the
spectacular  Formentor to see the sunset and
the most magnificent views the island has to
offer.

What's included:

 

Minibus
Excursion
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A fantastic opportunity to discover some of the most Little known caves in Mallorca
without worrying about how to get there or how to organise it.

Return transport by air-conditioned coach.
Multi-Lingual guide to escort you throughout the day
giving you a full commentary of the areas you visit. 
Visit to the Caves of Hams.
Travel insurance 

This half-day excursion to the Caves of Hams has been
specially thought out for those who simply don’t want to
miss out on the opportunity of visiting the spectacular Porto
Cristo Caves, The excursion is in the morning and returns
just after lunchtime.
 
The visit inside the caves has a duration of approximately
one hour. You will follow the route through the caves,
marveling as you find the Blue Cave, with its spectacular new
blue lighting using cutting edge led technology, the Round
Cave, set in a vast open area with a botanical garden, and
the Classic Cave that gives the Caves of Hams their name,
"Hams" referring to the peculiar hook-shaped formations of
stalactites and stalagmites.
 
 
What's included:

Caves of Hams Half Day
Excursion

Half-day
trip
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Fashion Outlet
Excursion

Return transport to The fashion Outlet
Coach guide
Travel insurance

Join us on a half day trip to mallorca fashion Outlet where you can
spend a few hours browsing and looking for bargains. Shops there
include, Karl Largerfeld,Nike,Levis,Mango,North Sails,Ralph
Lauren,Timberland, Tommy Hilfiger,Underarmour, Asics,Boss,Calvin
Klein,Guess and many many more.
Coach pick up is in the morning and you will be back in time for the
Beach just after Lunchtime.

Whats included
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Mallorca Fashion Outlet is one of the best places to find a bargain here in
Mallorca, with many exclusive brands,Shops and restaruants.

 



Go back in time to the prehistoric age on our visit to the hams caves and its dinosaur
park. An unforgettable half-day trip, especially for the little ones.

www.nofrills-excursions.com

Return bus transport
Oficial guide
Entrance to Dinopark mallorca
Entrance to the Cuevas Del Hams
Travel insurance

We look forward to welcoming you to the new
amusement park DINOSAUR LAND - MALLORCA,
located in an unrivalled setting under the shade of
pine trees, just 1 km. from Porto Cristo.
This park will delight all members of the family
with the elaborate creation of over 100 prehistoric
dinosaurs, the majority of them sound just like the
real thing, notably, the Titanosaurus: the world’s
largest! These life-size dinosaurs, many of which
are robotic, will amaze you! And you can also find
didactic workshops for the little ones.
The visit includes entrance to the Hams Caves,
where you will feel as if you have gone back in time
thousands of years.

Whats included:

 



The most complete way to visit the Balearic Islands' stunning capital, Palma
de Mallorca with a guided walk, cathedral entrance, free time and more.

 
 
 

Return transport on an air-conditioned coach.
City map of Palma.
Commentary and tips from a multilingual guide.
Drop off close to Palma Cathedral and the main
shopping area.
4.5 hours in Palma.
Entrance ticket and guided tour of Palma Cathedral.
Guided walking tour in a small group of the most famous
sights of the old town of Palma.

Get the most out of your day in Palma with our PalmaBus
Premium tour. This is without a doubt the best way to
explore the island's capital, with a guided walk of the
beautiful old town, cathedral entrance ticket and tour inside
and free time for shopping or more sightseeing.

What's included:

PalmaBus Premium

Late pick up
after 

breakfast
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Our PalmaBus is fantastic value for money as it includes: return transport, guide on the coach,
free map,  and plenty of free time to explore and enjoy Palma to the fullest.

 
 
 
 

Return transport on an air-conditioned coach.
City map of Palma.
Commentary and tips from a multilingual guide.
Drop off close to Palma Cathedral and the main
shopping area.
4.5 hours free time in Palma.
Travel insurance.

The PalmaBus is the best and easiest way to get to the
capital city of the Balearics. You will have a guaranteed
seat on an air-conditioned coach and, during the journey,
our guide will give you information and tips about the
best way to spend your day.

You will have free time in Palma to shop 'til you drop or
explore the old town and cathedral sightseeing.

What's included:

PalmaBus Excursion

Late pick 
up after

breakfast
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The most complete way to visit the Balearic Islands' stunning capital, Palma de
Mallorca  including cathedral entrance, free time and more.

 
 
 

Return transport on an air-conditioned coach.
City map of Palma.
Commentary and tips from a multilingual guide.
Drop off at the  closest point to Palma Cathedral and the
main shopping area.
4.5 hours in Palma.
Entrance ticket to the Palma Cathedral.

Get the most out of your day in Palma with our PalmaBus
and skip the line entrance ticket to the spectacular
cathedral. Make the most of our time with our fast service to
palma and when you get there you wont have to join the
que for tickets for the cathedral. With our fast entrance you
will waste no time.

What's included:

PalmaBus & Cathedral

Late pick up
after 

breakfast
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The most complete way to visit the Balearic Islands' stunning capital, Palma de
Mallorca with free time to shop and explore + Boat trip in the bay of Palma

 
 
 

Return transport on an air-conditioned coach.
City map of Palma.
Commentary and tips from a multilingual guide.
Drop off close to Palma Cathedral and the main
shopping area.
4.5 hours in Palma.
1 hour boat trip to discover the bay of Palma.

Get the most out of your day in Palma with our PalmaBus
and boat trip tour.This is without a doubt the best way to
explore the island's capital, with free time to enjoy the
beautiful city of palma and a 1 hour boat trip departing from
the citys harbour. All organised by our guide who will
acompany you during the day.

What's included:

PalmaBus + Boat trip

Late pick up
after 

breakfast
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Palma Aquarium is an authentic marine park where you will discover the treasures of the
underwater world, both for families and adults.

Explore the wonders of the Mediterranean Sea as you
discover the beauty of living coral reefs. Escape to the
tranquility of the hidden jungle's streams. Voyage through
the depths of the seas and be amazed by the vibrantly-
coloured tropical fish and sea creatures. Be amazed by the
huge sharks, which will swim overhead as you walk through
the tunnel in the Big Blue at Palma Aquarium. The children
will be thrilled with the touch pool, where they can get up
close and personal with the resident carp fish.
In the afternoon our coach will transport you to Palma where
you will have some free time to explore the old city. You will
have 2.5 hours of free time in the city to enjoy at your leisure
before our coach picks you up to return home.
What's included:

Return transport by air-conditioned coach which will take
you to Palma Aquarium and Palma city
EMultilingual guide who will escort you on the coach
giving you all the information you will need to get the
most out of your day in Palma Aquarium.
Entrance to Palma Aquarium.
Free time in Palma.
Travel insurance.

Excursión a Palma
Aquarium en bus
+Palma ciudad

After 
breakfast

pick up
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Butxet bodega is one of the smallest wineries on the island but surely the most
interesting one. Located a stones throw from the pretty village of Muro it

welcomes wine lovers.

Located on the outskirts of the village of Muro,
Celler Butxet is a small vineyard with a
production of around 10000 bottles each year,
meaning they focus on quality rather than
quantity. We are proud to offer you the
opportunity to make a small group visit to the
bodega and experience its idyllic surroundings
and wines. The location of the bodega benefits
greatly from its seaward terroir and maritime
influences giving ideal growing conditions. The
vineyard is young but benefits from the
experience of its owners who are considered
one of the most innovative wine-producing
families on the island.
On our visit, you will have the opportunity to
taste five wines produced on-site,
accompanied by snacks made with locally
sourced products.
Our winecellar is a popular activity so please
reserve in advance and don't miss this
excellent opportunity.
What's included?

Visit the vineyard.
Tasting of five locally produced wines
Locally produced canapes
Transport

Winecellar excursion
vineyard visit, tasting of 5 wines and
snacks



1 hr. Horse Riding with
local Wine and Cheese
Tasting

www.nofrills-excursions.com

An exclusive activity: 1 hour horse riding from the ranch in Alcudia, followed by an informal wine and cheese
tasting experience with four local wines and four cheeses. We find high quality, little-known products for your

enjoyment.

Horse riding equipment, including helmets for all
participants.
1-hour horseback ride.
Tasting of four wines and four kinds of cheese.
Insurance.

We have created this brand new activity for 2021 for
those who want to get close to nature and local
gastronomy on holiday. 
 
Saddle up at Ranxo Ses Roques for a one-hour horse
riding experience in the hills of Puig Sant Marti. Ride
through shady woods of pine and oak trees and enjoy
wonderful views of Alcudia Bay.
 
Then we will relax at the ranch with our wine and
cheese tasting, which will take approx. 1hr-1.5hrs. We
will sit in an informal group and your host will present
you four different Mallorcan wines and four different
local kinds of cheese for you to taste and compare.

What's included:

5/5 6 Reviews

https://www.nofrills-excursions.com/excursions/horse-riding-wine-cheese-tasting-alcudia/


Take our excursion to Marineland to see the spectacular dolphin, sea lion and parrot
shows. Relax in the sun on the private beach and enjoy a great day out with your family.

Return transport by air-conditioned coach which
will take you to Marineland and bring you back
later. 
English speaking guide will escort you on board the
coach giving you useful information about
Marineland. 
Entrance to Marineland with all shows included. 
Travel insurance. 
Skip the line entrance to the dolphin show, our
clients are the first clients to get in the dolphin
show venue.

Marineland Mallorca is a great day out for all the
family. Enjoy the picturesque surroundings and take in
the dolphin and sea lion show as well as the many
other attractions the park has to offer. 

Relax in the restaurant or maybe go to the beach
which is just in front of the park. Whatever you decide
we are sure you will love your day at Marineland. 

What's included:

Marineland Bus
Tour

Family
Fun
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Palma Aquarium's 55 aquariums, Mediterranean gardens, jungle and plenty of
entertainment for the little ones make it a must that everybody will enjoy on their
Mallorca holiday. 

Return transport by air-conditioned coach which will
take you to Palma Aquarium and pick you up later.
English speaking guide who will escort you on the
coach giving you all the information you will need to
get the most out of your day in Palma Aquarium.
Entrance to Palma Aquarium.
Travel insurance.

Explore the wonders of the Mediterranean Sea as you
discover the beauty of living coral reefs. Escape to the
tranquility of the hidden jungle's streams. Voyage through
the depths of the seas and be amazed by the vibrantly-
coloured tropical fish and sea creatures. Be amazed by the
huge sharks, which will swim overhead as you walk
through the tunnel in the Big Blue at Palma Aquarium. 

The children will be thrilled with the touch-pool, where
they can get up close and personal with the resident carps. 

Another highlight of the day will be the animals' feeding
time, as you will be able to witness the feeding of the
turtles, sting rays, and the hammerhead sharks, which live
in the Big Blue, Europe's deepest and most impressive
shark tank.

What's included:

Palma Aquarium
Bus Tour

After
breakfast

pick up
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Experience Mallorca in a different way on this jeep excursion which will take you on an
adventure deep in the Serra de Tramuntana Mountains. An unforgettable experience in
stunning surroundings.

Coach transport to the base and back.
Guide.
A chance to drive the jeep.
Insurance.

It is not necessary for one of your party to drive the jeep; if you
wish to enjoy the tour as a passenger we will allocate you one of
our drivers. 
If you wish to drive the jeep you must produce a valid driving
license held for at least five years and you must be over 25 years
old.
Please indicate if you want to drive when reserving.

We take you by coach to our base in the foothills of Mallorca's
mountains, where our guides will give you instructions on how to drive
the jeeps and about the excursion.
 
You will be allocated an off-road vehicle (maximum 4 persons per
vehicle) and those who wish to drive may do so (see requirements
below). We will take our jeeps in convoy up the mountains, making
various photo stops.
 
After approx. 90-120 minutes, we make a lunch stop. You can opt for
the set menu (payable locally) or take your own picnic. There is a
swimming pool where clients can bathe and refresh while enjoying the
beautiful views of Mallorca.

We will return by jeep to our starting point (about 60 minutes driving)
and the coach will take you back to your hotel.

What's Included:

Requirements for clients that wish to drive the jeep:

Jeep Safari in the
Mountains

Off
road 

driving
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Enjoy a memorable day on the Robinson Boat in Pollensa's beautiful bay.
Sunbathing, fishing swimming, and snorkeling in the island's stunning waters.
Lunch is included.

5
hours
trip
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Robinson boat
Excursion

Transport to and from Puerto Pollensa from Can
Picafort, Port Alcudia and Las Gaviotas.
Excursion on the Robinson Boat.
Use of snorkel equipment.
Use of fishing tackle.
Lunch and drinks with lunch (see above for lunch
description).
Travel insurance.

The excursion begins in the bay of Pollensa where we up
anchor and motor towards the Spectacular Cap of la
Fortaleza (Famed as the wedding venue of Rafa Nadal so
get your cameras at the ready) Once we have rounded
the headland the captain changes course towards The
beach of Formentor where he anchors for swimming
time and a visit to the beach for those who wish.
Lunch is served on board consisting of pasta salad, roast
chicken, cold meats, cheese, Mallorcan bread, and
seasonal fruit for dessert.
After lunch, there is free time for fishing, sunbathing,
swimming, and relaxing.

What's included:

 



Horseriding
excursions



Get back to nature at Ranxo Ses Roques, and experience the breathtaking countryside just
outside Alcudia on a 1-hour or 2-hour horseback ride near the Puig Sant Marti.

Transportation by air-conditioned coach or
minivan from Can Picafort, Port Alcudia, Playa
Muro, and Port Pollensa
Horse riding equipment, including helmets for all
participants and protective vests for children
You can choose a 1-hour or 2-hour horse riding
session
Entrance to the ranch and farmhouse
Insurance

Saddle up at Ranxo Ses Roques in Alcudia for a
fantastic horse riding experience. Discover the
breathtaking countryside in the north of Mallorca
from the back of a graceful Spanish horse!

Upon arrival at the Ses Roques ranch, you'll take a
short ride to familiarise yourself with your animal.
An experienced riding instructor will give clear
instructions for those with little or no riding
experience. Then we'll head to the area close to the
hills of Puig Sant Marti and ride through shady
woods of pine and oak trees. 

What's included:

 

Horse Riding in
Alcudia

1-hour
horseback

ride
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If you like horse riding, you will love this unique two hour excursion through a pretty pine
wood along sandy paths and with gorgeous views of Son Serra de Marina Beach.

Transport by minibus 
Horse riding for 2 hours.
Rental of riding helmets.
Travel insurance.

This horseback ride close to the beach begins
at Rancho Grande in Son Serra de Marina in the
north of Mallorca, an ideal place for horse
riding near the beach. 

We will ride through the most unspoiled
landscapes of the island. We have a spectacular
route, on which we will follow soft, sandy paths
through the woods towards the sea, where the
magnificent views of the bay of Alcudia will not
leave anyone indifferent. We will also ride
along a path bordered by a beautiful stream on
this ideal outdoor activity.

What's included:

 

Horse Riding with
Beach Vistas 

2-hour
horseback

ride
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Horseriding in Canpicafort
on the Dunes

Horse riding for 3 hours
Safety equipment
Local guide

Horse riding is certainly a unique experience and a
beautiful hike. Horseback riding along the beach or
dune roads and pine forests make for an
unforgettable holiday.
 We offer you beautiful horse trails for 3 hours
through the most spectacular places in Mallorca. You'll
have a monitor all time to guide you through the
beautiful roads in the area and we will provide
professional assistance. Our horses are Spanish-Arab
bred horses and Arab-native cross horses. Nobility,
strength, manageability, gentle, strong, sensitive,
highly adapted to the environment, nice gallop. The
equipment consists of an English saddle horse or
mixed-up and helmet for the rider. We recommend
comfortable clothing and footwear

What's included:

www.nofrills-excursions.com

3 hour trip



It is said that horseback riding provides a sense of calm and has great therapeutic results. The
pleasant and gentle horse movements will make you a state of rest that allows you to fully enjoy
the spectacular scenery of the area. Riding this precious animal you will get a sense of peace and

relaxation that will eliminate all the stress of everyday life.

Horse riding for 1 hour in the forest.
Safety equipment
Local guide

Join us for an excursion of 1 hour horseback riding
through the forests surrounding can Picafort, Our
horses are Spanish-Arab bred horses and Arab-native
cross horses. Nobility, strength, manageability,
gentle, strong, sensitive, highly adapted to the
environment, nice gallop. The equipment consists of
an English saddle horse or mixed-up and helmet for
the rider. We recommend comfortable clothing and
footwear

What's included:

Horseriding in Can
Picafort in the
Forest

1 hour
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Join us for an evening of fun and entertainment for the family and especially the children,
This evening will be the highlight of your holiday and the children will be talking about it for

months to come, Families come year after year to enjoy the Pirates Adventure
 

PIRATES ADVENTURE
DINNER SHOW

Air conditioned coach transfer to Pirates.
Soft drinks throughout the evening
Dinner. 
Please choose your seating type at time of booking.
Insurance.

With over 3 million visitors to date and a host of celebrity guests, such
as Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber, Tom Daley and Michelle Keegan; the
Pirates Adventure Dinner Show makes for the perfect night out in
Mallorca for families, couples and groups. Voted the island’s number
one attraction for over 35 years, complete with a team of Olympic and
World Champion gymnasts, acrobats and dancers that will amaze you!
The excitement starts before you enter the theatre with plenty of pre-
show interaction with the cast; once inside a 12 metre high Pirates
Galleon sets the stage and you are placed in the midst of the action -
feel the heat of the fire, hear the sound from the swords, and look up
as Pirates fly over your head! Escape for an evening of jaw-dropping
entertainment complete with a real buccaneer’s feast and selected soft
drinks to wash it down. A truly unforgettable experience, get lost in the
adventure with acrobatics that will amaze, dancers that will dazzle and
laughs for all ages.
All tickets include a meal of roast chicken, potato wedges and corn on
the cob followed by an ice cream cup (a vegetarian option is available
but must be booked beforehand). This will be served on arrival before
the show. A selection of free soft drinks and water are available to
everybody up to the end of the meal and the show starting. There are
fully licensed bars inside the theatre selling alcoholic drinks and snacks
The theatre is air conditioned and has disabled access and seating
facilities 
Whats included
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Interaction with cast pre-show
Seating no further than 15 Metres from the stage creating an intimateatmosphere that really involves you in
the action.
These seats are at very affordable prices and will suit the more budget conscious customer. *Some seats
have a restricted view*

Interaction with cast pre-show
Dedicated entrance
Preferential seating

Fast track entrance
VIP souvenir lanyard
A hearty welcome in the dedicated VIP area
Interaction with Captains & Characters pre-show
VIP waiter service
Signed Souvenir Poster for all Children

There are three seating categories to suit all budgets. All guests in any seating area will have interaction with the
cast outside of the Theatre before entering for the show and during the Pre-show.

The Main Deck (Shown in Blue)

Main Deck package includes the following:

The Quarter Deck (Shown in red)

Quarter Deck package includesthe following:

The Captains Tables (Shown in gold)

VIP CaptainsTables include the following:

 



Boat trips
and water
activities

Port Alcudia



Enjoy a fantastic boat trip on a glass-bottom boat with stunning views of Cap Formentor
and a 45-minute break at Formentor beach: one of the most famous and beautiful
beaches on the island.

Boat excursion to
Formentor Beach
and Cap Formentor

4
Hours
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Return boat trip to Formentor Beach and Cap
Formentor
45 minutes of free time at Formentor Beach.
Swimming stop
Travel insurance.

This hugely popular boat trip takes you on a glass-
bottom boat across the beautiful Bay of Alcudia to the
most northern tip of Mallorca: Cap Formentor. There
you will have amazing views of the dramatic coastline
as it's the point where the spectacular Sierra de
Tramuntana mountain range begins.
Take a fascinating sea journey on our glass-bottom
boat with submarine vision, through which you can
admire the seabed with its abundant marine flora and
fauna. At the Beach of Coll Baix, there is a stop for
swimming where You will also discover the fascinating
sea caves. We will be able to enjoy the cool, sparkling
waters at Formentor Beach for 45 minutes before
returning to the port of Alcudia.
Onboard the boat there is a bar with drinks and snacks
available for purchase.
What's included:



"Paddle through calm waters, bask in the glow of a stunning sunset and marvel at
the beauty of the Bay of Pollensa on this unforgettable kayak tour."

Embark on an enchanting sunset kayak tour in the
picturesque Bay of Pollensa. Glide through serene waters,
surrounded by impressive cliffs, then enjoy thrilling cliff
jumps. Explore hidden sea caves, illuminated by the golden
hues of the setting sun. It is a captivating experience.
adventure that combines the beauty of nature with exciting
experiences, promising unforgettable moments amid the
impressive landscapes of the coast of Mallorca.

What is included in the price?:

Kayak, helmet, life jacket, water shoes, snorkel
equipment, neoprene
Picnic
Travel insurance

Kayak tour in the bay of
Pollensa
 Including cliff jumping

2
hours
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Feel the wind in your face while you bounce over waves on this adrenaline-filled speedboat
trip. See the bay of Alcudia in an exciting way and have a short swim at a secluded cove.

60 minutes boat excursion.
Time for a swim in Es Coll Baix cove.
Return transport from your hotel to the Alcudia
Speed Boat departure point.
Travel insurance.

Catch the thrilling ride of a lifetime on the adrenaline-
fuelled Alcudia Speed Boat. Your captain will take you
on a speedboat trip around the bay of Alcudia, towards
the famous lighthouse, as you bounce over the waves
and have loads of fun! Don't miss out on this exciting
activity in the north of the island's stunning
surroundings! 
There is time to take a swim and snorkel, cooling off in
the crystal-clear waters, before we head at full speed
back to port. The place chosen to make the stop is the
beautiful cove known as Coll Baix, which is of difficult
access by foot and car. There you will have time to
enjoy the landscape as you cool off in the water.

What's included:

             For safety reasons, minimum age is 3 years.

Speedboat
Alcudia

1
hour
trip
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Choose this catamaran in Alcudia for one of the best days at sea, relaxing on the
Anacaona Catamaran, surrounded by breathtaking scenery, with use of kayak and
stand up paddle and lunch included.

5 hours on the Anacaona sailing catamaran.
Lunch: chicken, salad, pasta, and fruit.
Drinks during lunch (you can buy other drinks at the bar
aboard the catamaran during the day).
Snorkelling equipment.
Kayaking equipment.
Travel insurance.

Join us on the Anacaona Catamaran a beautiful modern sailing
catamaran with plenty of space to chill out and relax for your day
of sailing around the North coast of Mallorca. We cruise along the
bay of Alcudia's impressive coastline, which combines mountains
and crystal-clear waters, and from where we will enjoy the views
and the sunshine. As we travel along the coastline we will pass by
the Aucanada Lighthouse and the spectacular cliffs and beautiful
coves. A great opportunity for photos!

Stops include Es Coll Baix, Aucanada Lighthouse, and Cala
d'Engossalba, where we anchor. It is here we will be making our
longest stop so that you can enjoy everything the catamaran and
the surroundings have to offer, swimming, snorkelling, and
Lunch.

What's included:

Anacaona 
Catamaran

5
hour
trip
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Disfruta de la excursión en moto de agua en Puert deAlcudia por las mejores rutas
marítimas al mejor precio! Diversión y adrenalina en el mar!

Kayak rental and instruction
Kayak Instructor
Auxillary rib
Safety equipment
Return Transport

With more than 500 kilometers of coast, Mallorca is
an ideal place to take part in a route by kayak. We are
island experts and we offer you the best kayak tour
available. This is a fun activity that requires no
previous experience and is a great idea to discover
beautiful places in small groups.

We will start the kayak excursion on the beach of
Aucanada in the bay of Alcudia, one of the best places
to kayak in Mallorca, and with our instructor, you will
learn how to navigate the kayak, the safety
regulations, how to use the oars, etc. and then we will
begin the journey that takes us to explore hidden
corners such as Aucanada lighthouse, The Sa Bassa
Blanca museum area, with its military defensive
bunker, Cala Farallo, an ideal place to take a swim,
snorkel in its crystal clear waters or jump from the
rocks into the sea. During the route, the guide will be
in charge of the group and will explain a lot of
interesting facts about the places we will be visiting
during the tour.

 What's included:

We have the best kayak excursion in Mallorca for you! For those who want to kayak in Mallorca, we
suggest a guided route through the bay of Alcudia with expert instructors and many places to discover.

Kayak Excursion

Leaves
From the
Beach of
Alcanada

Discover the Alcanada lighthouse & Marine caves.
 



Experience the beginning of a brand new day with breakfast and the
company of dolphins. Take time to admire the beautiful north coast of
Mallorca.

3
hour
trip
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Sunrise and
Dolphin Watching

3 hours boat trip in the bay of Alcudia.
Delicious breakfast of pastries, accompanied by
tea or coffee.
Transfer service for clients staying in the area of
Can Picafort and Puerto Pollensa.
Dolphin watching.

On this magical sunrise excursion, we set sail before
any others to witness the magnificent sunrise
breaking over the bay of Alcudia. 

Relax in the cool morning air as we search for
dolphins in their natural setting. Whilst maintaining
a safe distance we switch off the engines to observe
the dolphins in their natural habitat and we may
even be lucky if they approach the boat to say hello.

Make sure to have your cameras at the ready and
plenty of battery available.

During the trip, a welcome breakfast is served of
croissants & coffee or juice.

What's included:



Experience magic at Pollensa Bay! Join our sunrise dolphin watching trip for
serene vistas and playful marine encounters. Book your adventure today!

On this magical sunrise excursion, we set sail early in the day to
witness the magnificent sunrise over Pollença Bay.

Relax in the morning sea breeze as we search for dolphins in their
natural environment. While maintaining a safe distance we turn off
the engines to observe the dolphins in their natural habitat and we
may even be lucky if they approach the Catamaran to greet us.

Make sure you have your cameras ready and with plenty of battery
available.

During the trip, a welcome breakfast of croissants and coffee or
juice is served.

What is included in the price?:

Catamaran excursion (3 hours)
Breakfast: pastries with coffee or tea
Transportation service for clients staying in Can Picafort, Puerto
Alcudia, Playa de Muro.
Dolphin sighting

Robinson
Dolphin watching catamaran

3
Hours
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On the Robinson Catamaran you will spend a day in Mallorca soaking up the
sun while having fun on the catamaran or simply relaxing as you enjoy
Pollensa's stunning landscape from out at sea. Lunch is included.

4.5
hour
trip
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Robinson
Catamaran with
Lunch

Transport to and from Puerto Pollensa from Can
Picafort, Port Alcudia and Playa de Muro.
Excursion on the Robinson Catamaran.
Use of snorkel equipment.
lunch of pasta salad, bread, cheeses, salami, and
fruits.
A drink during lunch.
Travel insurance.

We can certainly say that the Robinson Catamaran is
"one of the best catamaran excursions in the north of
Mallorca".

During the day, we will have swimming stops at various
points around the Bay of Pollensa at amazing coves,
which are difficult to access by foot, and also at
Formentor Beach, where we usually anchor for lunch. 

At Formentor Beach, you will be able to swim and use
the snorkel equipment or simply soak up the sunshine
on board and top up your suntan.

Clients can relax on either the benches or on the nets
whilst enjoying magnificent 360 views of the bay of
Pollensa. 

What's included:

 



I f  you cancel  at  least 16 hours in advance of the scheduled
departure or commencement t ime, there is  no cancel lat ion fee.  
I f  you cancel  between 16-4 hours in advance of the scheduled
departure or commencement t ime, you wil l  be charged a 50%
cancel lat ion fee.  
I f  you cancel  4 hours before the tr ip starts or once the tr ip has
started,  you wil l  be charged a 100% cancel lat ion fee.  
Fai lure to show up at the correct place,  t ime or day carry a charge
of 100% of the value of the t icket.  

STONIERUNGSPOLITIK

Einen bei  NoFri l ls  Excursion gebuchten Ausflug kann fuer seine
Stonierung Stonierungsgebuehren mit s ich bringen.
Wenn Sie den Ausflug mindestens 16 Stunden vor dem
planmaessigen Beginn stonieren,fal len keine Stonierungsgebuehren
an.
Wenn Sie den Ausflug zwischen 16 und 4 Stunden vor dem
planmaessigen Beginn stonieren,fal len 50% Stonierungsgebuehren
an.
Wenn Sie den Ausflug stonieren,fal ls  er schon begonnen hat,fal len
100% Stonierungsgebuehren an. Erscheinen Sie an angegebenen
Tag und Uhrzeit  nicht zum Ausflug fal len 100% der Kosten des
Ausflugs an.

POLITICA DE CANCELACIONES

Cancelar una reserva con Nofri l ls  Excursions puede conl levar
gastos de cancelacion:
Si  cancela al  menos 16 horas antes de la hora prevista de inicio de
la excursion,  no hay gastos de cancelacion.
Si  cancela entre 16 horas-4 horas antes de la hora prevista de
inicio de la act ividad,  hay gastos de cancelacion del  50%.
Si  cancela una vez que se ha iniciado la excursion o entre 4 horas
antes del  inicio y la hora de inicio,  los gastos de cancelacion son
del 100%.
No presentarse en el  lugar,  dia y hora de la excursion implica
gastos de cancelacion del  100%.

CANCELATION POLICY


